Introduction
Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is a systemic vasculitis of unknown aetiology with a predilection for the large and medium arteries of the head and neck. 1 GCA is the most common systemic vasculitis in the adult population. 2 If treatment is not initiated promptly, GCA can lead to severe and irreversible ischaemia of areas supplied by affected vessels, in particular the ophthalmic artery, ultimately resulting in ipsilateral blindness. 3 The determination of serum inflammatory biomarkers, most commonly erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP), has established roles in the assessment of patients with suspected GCA. However these markers are neither sensitive nor specific in individual patients and there is some debate concerning their utility in routine clinical practice. 4, 5 The white blood cell count (WBC) and the relative ratios of different white cells are classic indicators of inflammation. The neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio (PLR) and monocyte-to-lymphocyte ratio (MLR) have recently been extensively investigated as markers of overall survival in malignancies, cardiovascular conditions and other diseases. [6] [7] [8] [9] Whilst an association between thrombocytosis and GCA has previously been reported, 10, 11 there is no literature to date examining the relationship between GCA and the NLR, PLR and MLR. This is surprising given early evidence of the diagnostic role of the NLR in other vasculitic conditions, such as Behcet disease, Kawasaki disease and Henoch-Schonlein purpura. [12] [13] [14] To address this gap in knowledge and to inform clinical practice better, we sought to assess the role of the full blood count and derived variables, including NLR, PLR and MLR, in predicting a definitive diagnosis of GCA.
Methods
The computerised database of the department of anatomical pathology, Royal North Shore Hospital, was searched for all temporal artery biopsies received for pathological examination from 1 January 1992 to 31 December 2015. During this period the department performed centralised surgical pathological testing for four community hospitals and one quaternary referral centre.
The pathology report of all cases was reviewed and each case was classified as either positive for vasculitis or negative for vasculitis. Standard histopathological criteria were used during this time period to define the presence of a positive biopsy based on the American College of Rheumatology guidelines, 15 
Results

Patient demographics
A total of 537 patients underwent temporal artery biopsy between January 1992 and December 2015. Of these, 126 (23.5%) were found to have a positive result. The clinical, serological and full blood count characteristics are presented in Table 1 . Briefly the mean age at diagnosis was 75.9 year (range 55-90) in patients with a positive biopsy and 73.1 (range in those with a negative biopsy (P = 0.006). More females underwent temporal artery biopsy, however the proportions of female and patients with positive and negative biopsies were similar (67.9% vs 69.1%, P = 0.860).
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate
Of the 537 total patients, 373 patients were tested for the ESR prior to surgery. We considered an ESR result of ≤50 mm/h as a negative result and a result of >50 mm/h as a positive result, based on previous studies and local therapeutic guidelines. 16 Of 84 patients who had GCA, 59 (70.2%) also had an elevated ESR, compared to only 107 (37.0%) of the 289 patients without GCA (odds ratio (OR) 4.17, P < 0.0001, 95% confidence interval 
C-reactive protein
A total of 373 patients in the cohort was also tested for the CRP. We considered a CRP of ≥24.5 mg/L as a positive result based on previous studies and local therapeutic guidelines. 16 Based on this cut-off, 69.6% of patients who had GCA also had an elevated CRP, compared to only 43.5% who did not have GCA (OR 3.04, P < 0.0001, 95% CI 1.77-5.22). ROC analysis demonstrated an AUC of 0.63.
Thrombocytosis
A total of 399 patients had platelet count recorded in our study. We defined an elevated platelet count to be >400 × 10 9 /L, which is two standard deviations from the population average and therefore used as the upper limit of the reference range in our laboratory. We found 49.4% of those with GCA had an elevated platelet count compared to 18.4% in those without GCA (OR 4.36, P < 0.0001, 95% CI 2.61-7.30). ROC analysis demonstrated an AUC of 0.66 (Fig. 2) .
Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio
We were able to identify a NLR on preoperative blood in 414 patients in our cohort. As there is no previous information on NLR in GCA, we considered an elevated NLR to be those in the upper quartile of the cohort, of which the threshold was found to be 9.35 × 10 9 /L. Of the 90 patients who had GCA, 34.4% (31) had an elevated NLR, compared to only 22.5% (73) of the other 324 patients in the control group. We found this difference to be statistically significant (OR 1.85, P = 0.019, 95% CI 1.11-3.10) on univariate regression analysis. ROC analysis demonstrated an AUC of 0.55 (Fig. 3) . As a result, positive likelihood ratio (LR+) was found to be 1.53 and negative likelihood ratio (LR−) was 0.85.
Monocyte-to-lymphocyte ratio
We recorded 399 patients with a Monocyte-toLymphocyte ratio in our cohort. Whilst there appeared to be an association between MLR and GCA, we were unable to find a level (ROC AUC = 0.54) demonstrating statistical significance.
Platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio
A total of 399 out of the 537 patients in our cohort had a PLR recorded. As there is no prior literature examining the relationship between PLR and GCA, we again considered an elevated result to be those in the upper quartile of the cohort, corresponding to a threshold of 370. At this level, we found that 43.8% (39) of the 89 patients with GCA had an elevated PLR compared to 19.4% (60) of the 310 patients without GCA. We found that this result was extremely statistically significant (OR 3.34, P < 0.0001, 95% CI 2.00-5.58). ROC analysis demonstrated an AUC of 0.62. LR+ was found to be 2.26 and LR− was 0.70.
Multivariate analysis
We performed multivariate analysis in a model which included age, gender, platelet count, ESR, CRP, NLR and MLR. We included platelets instead of PLR as it was a stronger predictor in univariate analysis and because there was significant concordance between these two variables. The complete analysis is demonstrated in Table 2 . In this model only ESR and platelet level demonstrated a statistically significant association with a positive biopsy result.
Discussion
GCA is classified as a medium and large vessel vasculitis, which has the potential to cause permanent blindness secondary to anterior ischaemic optic neuropathy. Although clearly autoimmune, the underlying aetiology of the disease has been debated and is currently unknown. 1, 3 This inflammatory disorder is most prevalent in patients over the age of 50, 2 three times more likely to affect females, 17 and may have a higher incidence in some racial groups. 18 The American College of Rheumatology established criteria for the diagnosis of GCA, 15 requiring the presence of three out of five criteria for a positive diagnosis. These comprise an abnormal temporal artery biopsy (with the presence of monocytic or granulomatous inflammation), age of greater than or equal to 50 years at onset, new onset headache, elevated ESR (greater than or equal to 50 mm/h) and temporal artery abnormality upon physical examination. 15 Temporal artery biopsy is considered the best single test and therefore the gold standard investigation for patients with suspected GCA. 19, 20 Although, there is high specificity (essentially 100% as it is the gold standard in patients with suspected disease), there is a lower sensitivity with reports of between 15% and 40% of temporal artery biopsies being negative in otherwise typical GCA. 20 This elevated false negative rate has been attributed to many factors, including the duration of steroid treatment prior to the biopsy, small length of temporal arteries undergoing biopsy and skip lesions. 20 Therefore even in patients undergoing biopsy, it is important to note that some patients with negative biopsies may have GCA. 21 We performed the first study examining the association between complete blood count (CBC) results and GCA. The NLR, PLR and MLR are ratios derived from the CBC that have been extensively investigated in other disease processes, particularly as a prognostic value in cancer where an elevated NLR predicts a poor prognosis. 16, 22 There have been limited studies investigating the NLR in vasculitides. Ha et al. 13 found that a higher NLR was associated with an adverse prognosis in Kawasaki disease, whilst Ozturk et al.
14 demonstrated an association between NLR > 1.29 and Behcet disease.
The results of our study suggest that the NLR and PLR have comparable diagnostic accuracy to traditional ESR and CRP for GCA. Whilst the possible mechanism of this association is unclear, a translational study by Nadkarni et al. 23 demonstrated a suppressive neutrophil effect on T-cell proliferation in early GCA, indicating potential involvement of neutrophils in GCA pathogenesis.
It is likely that NLR lost statistical significance in multivariate analysis only because of the strong concordance between NLR, CRP, ESR and platelets -all of which are biological markers of systemic inflammation. It is interesting to note that CRP also lost statistical significance in this model despite its well-established role in GCA diagnosis. 4, 24 Compared to other studies in the field, we examined a very large cohort of patients (537) who underwent temporal artery biopsy -significantly larger than most studies examining ESR or CRP. 21 Furthermore we performed a consecutive series, without any exclusion of patients during the recruitment period and we are confident in the generalisability of the study as patients were recruited from over five centres, including both tertiary and community hospitals.
Although we attempted to minimise this by only collecting data from the first blood test taken during the same admission, but before temporal artery biopsy was performed, it is possible that some of our patients may have already had steroid treatment before the blood for the CBC had been collected. This is of interest because corticosteroid-induced leucocytosis may be a confounding factor in our analysis of the NLR, MLR and PLR results. 25 However we suspect that given all patients in the study had sufficient clinical suspicion to warrant temporal artery biopsy, medical management between cases and controls would likely be the same and therefore corticosteroids are unlikely to be a confounding factor.
Overall, based on the likelihood ratios, a raised NLR and PLR is associated with slight increase on post-test probability of GCA whilst a normal NLR and PLR is associated with slightly decreased post-test probability of GCA. As a result, the authors do not suggest that elevations in either NLR or PLR be a strong indication for temporal artery biopsy -rather it should be used as a complementary diagnostic tool that is inexpensive and already ubiquitously tested in cases where suspicion of GCA is equivocal.
Conclusion
The PLR and NLR are easily derived from the CBC and therefore widely available at essentially no extra cost in patients with suspected GCA. Both the PLR and NLR are powerful and statistically significant predictors of a positive biopsy in patients with suspected GCA and can therefore serve as a useful clue in this challenging differential diagnosis.
